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learning-by-design   

the ideas and theories of  Prof  Mary Kalantzis and Bill Cope. 
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CONTEXT 

 learning-by-design - some principles 

 diversity 

 pedagogy 

 old teaching and new learning 

 epochal shift                                                 

PRACTICE 

 knowledge processes 

NEW TOOLS 

 teachers and learners as designers  

 changing teaching, changing schools 

 

overview 



  

learning-by-design 

 

         teacher-as-designer 

student-as-designer 



teaching as… 

mindful 

premeditated 

reflective 

and shared. 



Paradox: nothing new but everything different..… 



Effective learning environments 
engage with learner diversity. 

Learning is about transformation, 
and transformation is the basis of  
enhanced learner performance. 

Learners today need to use a variety 
of  kinaesthetic meaning making 
resources—the linguistic, visual, 
audio and spatial resources of  
multiliteracies. 

Teaching and learning choices— 
pedagogy—need to be made explicit, 
pathways planned, and performance 
clearly tracked – learning by design. 

Effective learning environments engage 
with learner diversity. 

Learning is about transformation, and 
transformation is the basis of  enhanced 
learner performance. 

Learners today need to use a variety of  
synaesthetic meaning making resources—
the linguistic, visual, audio and spatial 
resources of  multiliteracies. 

Teaching and learning choices— 
pedagogy—need to be made explicit, 
pathways planned, and performance 
clearly tracked – learning by design. 

The principles of  learning-by-design…rinciples 



Two views of  diversity 
Based on differences in gross demographics and lifeworld attributes 

                Diversity 1	

GROSS DEMOGRAPHICS	


	


Age	


Ethnicity/Race/First Language	


Indigenous/Non-Indigenous	


Gender, Sexual Orientation	


Locale	


Socio-economic group	


(Dis)ability	


Diversity 2	

LIFEWORLD ATTRIBUTES	


	


Life Experiences	


Interests, Orientations	


Values	


Dispositions, Sensibilities	


Communication and Interpersonal Styles	


Thinking Styles, Learning Styles	


Affinities and Networks	


home 



BELONGING - effective 
learning engages the learner’s 
identity. 
 

It builds on the learner’s 
knowledge, experiences, interests 
and motivation - this is because 
the everyday lifeworlds from 
which students come are always 
varied. 

Creating the necessary conditions for learning 
The need for belonging and transformation  

TRANSFORMATION - 
effective learning takes the 
learner on a journey into new 
and unfamiliar terrains.  
 

However, for learning to occur 
the journey into the unfamiliar 
needs to extend from a zone of  
intelligibility and safety - just the 
right distance from the learner’s 
lifeworld starting point. 

home 



 a need to address 
student diversity & 
lifeworlds 

teacher-as-designer 
learning-by-design 
designs-for-learning 

a body of  theory about 
multiliteracies and 
multimodal meaning-
making 

a focus on pedagogy 
the learning-by-design project  

back 



Lateral communications, peer-to-peer, learning as collaboration 

Classroom diversity: differentiated and 
customised; banks of  learning content, 

alternative learning pathways  

New architectures - buildings, people, knowledge 

new learning…new literacies 



New media for creation and delivery of  
learning content - reproducing the past 
or doing something new? 

multimodal texts 

Forms of  engagement: learner 
dispositions and sensibilities 

Knowledge flows: schools as knowledge 
producing communities 

the new teacher, the new professional 

new learning…new literacies 

home 



  student-as-designer   

student-as-designer 

home 

engaged,	


	
discerning,	


	
 	
colloborative,	


	
 	
 	
and transformed learning	




home 

a focus on pedagogy – the knowledge processes 
the learning-by-design project  



learning-by-design – a learning architecture 

home 



learning-by-design – a learning architecture 

home 



The things we do to know. 
 

… not (so much) cognition and memory … 
 

Knowledge representations: evidence in 
artifacts. 



situated  practice 

experiencing 
transformed practice 

applying 

overt  instruction 

conceptualising 
critical framing 

analysing 

experiencing 

the known 

experiencing 

the new 

conceptualising 

by naming 

conceptualising 

    with theory 

applying 

appropriately 

applying 

creatively 

analysing 

functionally 

analysing 

critically 

The ‘knowledge processes’ end	


home 





teacher-as-designer co 
connecting practice and theory 

home 



 
mindful 

premeditated 
reflective 

…designs-for-learning 

home 
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The idea of  a pedagogical toolbox… 











The ‘Learning Element’ - a scaffold for professional practice 

- Teachers creating sharable learning content 

- Teacher talk and learner talk 

- A planning tool and/or learning resource 

- From personal knowledge to common 
knowledge 

- Pedagogical alternatives and ‘crosswalks’ 

- Transparency and accountability 

- Different kinds of  ‘efficiency’ (more work 
in some respects; less in others) 

home 



The ‘Learning Element’ - a means of  addressing learner diversity 

- Flexible learning delivery - drawing on a 
bank of  learning elements; 

- Defining prior learning; 

- The knowledge processes bring diversity into 
the classroom: experiencing (the known 
and the new), analysing critically, 
conceptualising (by naming and 
theorising) applying (appropriately and 
creatively); 

- Knowledge processes as a colloborative 
journey, learning as transformation; 

- Negotiating learning pathways. 
home 



home 















home 



home 



 the research so far… 

home 



Research Findings (1): Anne Cloonan, Victoria 

‘The drafting (and re-drafting) of  learning activities was not a simple case of  
planning a unit of  work. This template (call it a framework or a heuristic) 
was prompting me to consider aspects of  pedagogy in a new light. I had 
a sense of  being involved in a number of  dimensions of  professional 
learning simultaneously; a kind of  juggling act where I was trying to keep 
a number of  balls aloft.’ 

 

‘Much more than planning documents, they provide the individual with a 
means for mapping, reflecting and evaluating pedagogical practices.’ 

 

Choices became clear- including routines that were repetative and behaviour 
management rather than about knoweldge building. 

 

‘From a profession-wide perspective, they offer exemplars on which to 
focus teacher dialogue and critique.’ 

 

‘A knowledge bank from which the profession can borrow, or contribute to, 
and in so doing, learn.’ 

home 



The template raised three challenges for the teachers: 
 
‘The first was the need to acknowledge the interests and prior life experiences of  

their students.’ 
 

‘Second, was a need to analyse the types and ranges of  multimodal texts they 
were using.’ 

 
‘The third challenge was to consciously reflect upon their teaching practices to 

ensure that all knowledge processes were being covered over an extended 
period of  time, instead of  running the risk of  favouring a few.’ 

 

‘I realise that we all have to be lifelong learners. By being in this project it makes 
you think how fast education is moving especially older teachers need to keep 
up with what’s happening. I think even though I’ve been teaching for over 30 
years we’re learning so much faster now and we really have to keep up with 
things.’ 

Research Findings (2): Mary Neville, Queensland 

home 



Research Findings (3): Rita van Haren, ACT 

‘The L-by-D framework supports teachers to address diversity and inclusivity. 
The focus on reading multimodal texts means technology becomes the tool 
rather than the content of  the learning.’  

‘Provides a strong sense of  ownership for ACT teachers and places teachers 
alongside other professions like medicine, dentistry, engineering and law …’ 

‘Teachers liked the way “it makes you more conscious of  including multimodal 
texts and learning” and “it has given me an opportunity to improve on a 
positive classroom environment and engage more students”. 

‘Beginning teachers commented that they enjoyed a more detailed approach to 
planning and the extra effort was “an investment as the end product was 
worth the work.”’  

‘They felt the framework was sequential but allowed “a certain amount of  
flexibility and individual interpretation”, and once teachers were comfortable 
with the language the framework does become user-friendly and “a good 
motivator for teachers and students”.  

home 



	  	  

Crosswalks - a mapping of 
strategy, tactics and tools…  

the whiteboard plan of  Michael Hall & Rita van Haren - Lanyon Cluster of  Schools ACT  
back 



 

Seven ways to address 
learner diversity… 
1. Identify and define prior 
knowledge so learning is 
appropriate for individuals and 
groups; 

2. Adopt a flexible approach to 
learning delivery by drawing on a 
bank of  Learning Elements from 
different sources; 
 
3. Use a variety of  knowledge 
processes to bring diversity into the 
classroom and enrich student 
learning; 
 home 



 
4. Apply different emphases and 
mixes of  knowledge processes as 
appropriate to suit different 
‘learning orientations’; 
 
5. Identify and negotiate learning 
pathways as appropriate to students 
interests and dispositions; 
 
6. Change direction of  the 
knowledge flows toward a more 
active view of  learning – learning-
as-engagement; 
 
7. Change the balance of  command 
and responsibility – allow learners 
to take more control. 
 home 



Teacher-as-author… 
home 



the teacher-as-author – a movement from isolated classroom practice 
and consumer of  mass-produced knowledge to a new role as  
knowledge creator and knowledge purveyor… 

home 



What happens when the 
teacher begins to produce 
rather than consume 
knowledge? 

How will teachers cope with 
the movement from private to 
public practice? 

How will we ensure the quality 
of  published work? 

Just because teachers can 
author, publish and share their 
teaching practice will others 
use these resources? 

Why should teachers want to 
be authors as well as teachers? 

home 



Schools as knowledge producing communities… 
home 



home 



home 
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So… 

home 

tied together?  

how is all this… 



experiencing applying 

conceptualising analysing 

pedagogy - the knowledge processes 

teacher-as-designer 
learning-by-design 
designs-for-learning 

multiliteracies 

diversity 

multimodalities 

inclusivity 

the learning-by-design project  

Learning Element 

learning as transformation 
home 

teacher-as-designer 



           the KNOWN      EXPERIENCING         the NEW APPROPRIATELY   APPLYING    CREATIVELY 
by being in the student’s world 
Drawing on learner prior knowledge and experience, community 

background, personal interests, concrete experience, individual 

motivation, students’ own lives, and the everyday and familiar. 

by being in new worlds 
Introducing learners to new experiences – real (excursions, guest 

speakers) or virtual (texts, images, information). New is from 

learner’s perspective - to make sense it may have familiar elements. 

by doing things the right way  
Acting upon knowledge in an expected, predictable or typical way 

based on what has been taught. It involves transformation of the 

learner and requires that they have opportunities to demonstrate 

their understanding and  learning. 

by doing things in interesting ways 
Doing things in interesting ways by taking knowledge and 

capabilities from one setting and adapting them to a 

different setting – taking something out of its familiar 

context and making it work somewhere else. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

by NAMING   CONCEPTUALISING   with THEORY FUNCTIONALLY   ANALYSING  CRITICALLY 
by connecting the same type of thing 
Identifying new concepts/ideas/themes, including abstract, 

generalising terms, conventions, features, structures, definitions 

and rules. Naming is the first step toward understanding. 

 

by connecting different types of things 
Generalising and synthesising concepts by linking them together, 

making sense of how they contribute to the whole, generalising 

cause and effect relationships. What if…? 

by thinking about what something does 
Examines the function or rationale of knowledge, action, an 

object or represented meaning. What is it for? What does it do? 

How does it work? What is its structure, function or connections? 

What are its causes/effects? 

by thinking about who benefits  
Interrogates human purposes, intentions and interests of 

knowledge, an action, an object or represented meaning. 

What are its individual, social, and environmental 

consequences? Who gains? Who loses? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 


